A ratchet binder like no other !

Available in two popular sizes:
H5125-4158 - 5/16” - 3/8”
(5,400 lb. WLL) for use with 5/16” Transport
or 3/8” High Test assemblies

H5125-4258 - 3/8” - 1/2”
(9,200 lb. WLL) for use with 3/8” Transport
or 1/2” High Test assemblies

It’s faster to install with the 3-position pawl
that offers the user a choice of ratchet
extension, ratchet take-up, or a “free-spin”
setting for fast adjustment in either direction.
Secure your load in half the time!
Vinyl coated
barrel

The folding handle makes SCC’s QuikBinder™ safer
(no handle sticking out) and more convenient to use.
Simply fold the handle down after the load is secure or
when storing the QuikBinder™ on your cab rack. Just
as and more functional than standard ratchet handles.

with a long shank padlock, making
it tough to tamper with the binder,
assembly or the load.
Combination padlocks with
programmable combinations
are available from SCC.

TM

The QuikBinder™ handle can
be locked in the folded position
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SCC QuikBinder
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Another
problem
solved.
U.S. & foreign
patents pending

The SCC CargoBar™ is the most versatile loadlock
on the market.
• Easier to use, easier to store.
• Up to 20% more holding power than standard loadlocks.
• Adjusts continuously from 48” to 108”. Securement range
from small truck bed to full high cube trailer width.

High leverage & flexible feet provide
superior holding power. Square vs.
round tubing provides a stronger bar
(less susceptible to bending and more
surface area to cargo).

The vinyl coated lever provides
smooth, positive operation. Closed
bar locking tab is easily unlocked
with convenient thumb release.

With optional Track-Lock kit
(#CC5015), the SCC CargoBar™
can easily be adapted for use
in A & E Track, doubling the front
to back holding power of the
SCC CargoBar™.

140 SCC CargoBars™ can
ship on a standard pallet.

The SCC CargoBar™
can brace a whole load
or just part of one.
For trailers with flexible
walls ask about SCC’s
SmartBar™.
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